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InRule Technology Announces Early Adopter Program for JavaScript 

Rules Engine 
 

ATLANTA – Mar. 16, 2015 – InRule Technology®, provider of InRule®, the premier business rule 

technology for the Microsoft® platform, today announced at Microsoft Convergence (Mar. 16-19 in 

Atlanta) that it is accepting early adopters for its JavaScript rules engine that allows for rule execution in 

the browser, mobile apps or anywhere JavaScript can run. 

 

InRule for JavaScript makes InRule the only BRMS that provides the flexibility to run business rules on 

the client-side, server-side or both by packaging business rules into executable JavaScript via a service.    

 

The InRule for JavaScript rule engine saves organizations time and money by providing an alternative to 

writing complex business rules in code. For both Web developers and mobile developers, InRule for 

JavaScript makes it easy to author, deploy and execute logic for both the client-side and the server. When 

used with hybrid mobile apps, it allows rules to execute when the device is disconnected, providing rich 

functionality to the end user regardless of connectivity.  

 

By allowing logic to run on any platform – the server, in a Web browser and on a mobile device – InRule 

for JavaScript provides a lower cost of ownership. For Web applications, rule processing can be pushed 

out to the mobile device or Web browser, resulting in less capacity needed on the server side. For mobile 

applications, cost savings are realized through a single set of rules to run across all platforms.  

 

In addition, InRule for JavaScript allows complex business rules to be run client-side in Microsoft 

Dynamics® CRM forms or in the tablet app in connected or disconnected environments.   

 

“InRule continues its product leadership and market momentum by introducing the Early Adopter 

Program for the only BRMS that replaces hard-coded business rules written in JavaScript,” said Rik 

Chomko, president and chief operating officer, InRule Technology. “Several organizations have already 

signed on as early adopters of InRule’s no-code approach to JavaScript and we look forward to 

welcoming others to the program. By allowing customers to deploy logic on both the server- and client-

side, InRule for JavaScript delivers unprecedented flexibility, a superior user experience and increased 

organizational efficiencies.”  

 

Participants in the InRule for JavaScript Early Adopter Program will have access to the full InRule 

product plus the new JavaScript transformation service, as well as access to the InRule User Community  

Support team and the company’s R&D organization. For information about joining the program, visit 

www.inrule.com/products/inrule-for-javascript/.  

 

#  #  # 

 

About InRule Technology® 

InRule Technology® enables organizations to make faster, more effective decisions by reducing change 

cycles and automating business rules. IT and business personnel use InRule’s Business Rules 
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Management System (BRMS) to easily put Policy into Practice TM, in hours not days, to increase 

productivity, grow revenues and improve customer service. More than 300 members of the InRule User 

Community in 21 countries rely on InRule’s no-code rule engine to reduce development and change 

cycles by up to 90 percent for their core systems and customer-facing applications. InRule Technology is 

a Microsoft Certified Gold Partner and has been delivering significant and measurable business and IT 

results to customers since 2002. For more information visit www.inrule.com. 

 

Follow us on Twitter @InRule. Read our blog at www.inrule.com/resources/blog.  

 

The trademarks and trade names mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners and 

are hereby acknowledged. 
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